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THE BOX-COUNTING DIMENSION OF RANDOM BOX-LIKE
SELF-AFFINE SETS
SASCHA TROSCHEIT
Abstract. In this paper we study two random analogues of the box-like self-
affine attractors introduced by Fraser, which themselves were generalisations
of Sierpin´ski carpets. We determine the almost sure box-counting dimension
for the homogeneous random case (1-variable random), and give a sufficient
condition for the almost sure box-counting dimension to be the expectation
of the box-counting dimensions of the corresponding deterministic attractors.
Furthermore, we find the almost sure box-counting dimension of the random
recursive model (∞-variable), which includes affine fractal percolation.
1. Introduction
Self-affine sets, both deterministic and random, have received substantial atten-
tion over the past three decades. Far from being an exhausted topic, self-affine sets
are still not well understood but much progress has been made in recent years. Of
special interest are the dimensional and measure theoretic properties of these sets,
analysing their geometric scaling properties. Generally speaking, one would expect
the Hausdorff, packing and box-counting dimension to coincide with a quantity
called the ‘affinity dimension’. Recent research has focussed on conditions under
which the dimensions coincide and under which circumstances there is a ‘dimension
drop’. In this paper we establish the almost sure box-counting dimension of two
random models of self-affine box-like carpets in the sense of Fraser [10]. Before stat-
ing our results in detail, which include homogeneous, random recursive, and fractal
percolation of self-affine carpets, we give a brief history of both deterministic and
random self-affine sets.
Let (X, d) be a (complete) compact metric space. Let fi : X → X be strictly
contracting self maps for some finite index set i ∈ I0. The (deterministic) attractor
F of the iterated function system (IFS) I0 = {fi}i∈I0 is the unique compact non-
empty set satisfying the invariance (see Hutchinson [18]),
F =
⋃
i∈I0
fi(F ). (1.1)
Restricting the functions fi : Rd → Rd to contracting similitudes, one obtains the
class of self-similar sets. Much is known about these and we refer the reader to
Falconer [6] and the many references contained therein. Here we are specifically
concerned with the class of self-affine carpets. These are the attractors of finite IFSs
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Figure 1. From left to right: Bedford-McMullen carpet (left),
Feng-Wang carpet (middle) and Fraser carpet (right) showing the
difference in the introduction of just one map with a reflection.
where fi are affine contractions on R2, i.e. they are of the form fi (x) = Mix + vi
for x,vi ∈ R2 and real-valued non-singular 2 by 2 matrices Mi with ‖Mi‖ < 1.
For a comprehensive survey of deterministic self-affine sets we refer the reader
to Falconer [7] but briefly comment that the study of self-affine carpets started
with Bedford [3] and McMullen [27] who determined, independently, the Hausdorff
and box-counting dimension of carpets with mappings that map the unit square
onto subrectangles obtained by dividing the unit square into an n × m grid, see
Figure 1 (left-most). Several generalisations were considered by Lalley and Gat-
zouras [25], Baran´ski [2], and Feng and Wang [8], analysing their dimensional prop-
erties. Fraser [10], [11] extended the class to self-affine carpets with IFSs mapping
the unit square into rectangles that are still aligned with the coordinate axes, see
Figure 1.
Several random variants have been considered; Falconer [5] considered determin-
istic self-affine sets with randomly chosen translation vectors and showed that the
Hausdorff dimension coincides almost surely (with respect to the chosen translation
vectors) with the affinity dimension under some minor conditions on the norm of
the defining matrices, see also Solomyak [30] for a more general result. The affin-
ity dimension can be considered the ‘best guess’ for the Hausdorff, packing and
box-counting dimension of self-affine sets and it is of major current interest to es-
tablish exactly when these notions do, or do not, coincide. Jordan, Pollicott and
Simon [23], and Jordan and Jurga [22] studied limit sets with random perturba-
tions of the translation (‘noise’) at every level of the construction, and found the
same almost sure coincidence with the affinity dimension. Fraser and Shmerkin [14]
considered a Bedford-McMullen construction with random translation vectors that
keep the column structure intact. Under these conditions they showed that the
Hausdorff dimension is strictly less than the affinity dimension, a situation known
as a ‘dimension drop’.
A 1-variable (homogeneously random) version of Bedford-McMullen carpets was
considered by Gui and Li [16]. Here a subdivision n,m of the unit square is fixed and
the attractor is created by assigning a probability to all choices of rectangles and
then choosing an IFS at every step of the construction independently according to
those probabilities. The authors found that in this setting the almost sure Hausdorff
and box-counting dimensions equal the mean of the dimensions of the individual
deterministic attractors. We will show in Corollary 3.8 that this holds in a more
general setting for the box-counting dimension, but fails e.g. by simply choosing
different subdivisions ni and mi for the Bedford-McMullen type IFSs. In a later
article, Gui and Li [17] were looking at a similar 1-variable set up that allowed the
subdivisions to vary at different steps in the construction determining the Hausdorff
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and box-counting dimension and gave sufficient conditions for positive Hausdorff
measure. Luzia [26] considered a 1-variable construction of self-affine sets of Lalley-
Gatzouras type and determined the Hausdorff dimension of these. At this point
we refer the reader also to Rams [28] which gave a more general approach for the
determining the Hausdorff dimension in these 1-variable schemes. Gatzouras and
Lalley [15] on the other hand were interested in percolation of Bedford-McMullen
carpets, which are ∞-variable random IFS, also covered in this article.
Ja¨rvenpa¨a¨ et al. [19], [20], [21] also considered a general model (code-tree frac-
tals) that overlaps somewhat with the random model in this paper. However, they
consider random translations in their construction and recover almost sure coinci-
dence with the affinity dimension. Here we compute the box-counting dimension of
random box-like sets without necessarily randomising the translation vectors and
thus our results can be used to determine conditions for which there is a ‘dimension
drop’ where Hausdorff and affinity dimension do not coincide almost surely.
One of the key elements of our proofs is a recent result obtained by Troscheit [31]
stating that self-similar 1-variable and ∞-variable random graph directed (RGDS)
systems have equal Hausdorff and box-counting dimension almost surely, see also
Roy and Urban´ski [29] for a similar approach. We use this fact when considering
the projections of random self-affine box-like sets onto the horizontal and vertical
axes since the projections are self-similar RGDSs.
This article is structured as follows; In Section 2 we introduce most basic notation
for random iterated function systems common to 1-variable and ∞-variable box-
like self-affine carpets. Section 3 contains our results for random homogeneous (1-
variable) box-like self-affine carpets and Section 4 contains our results for random
recursive, or ∞-variable, carpets. This is followed by some examples in Section 5,
while all proofs are contained in Section 6.
2. Notation and basic definitions
We begin by recalling the definition of the box-counting dimension of a set.
Definition 2.1. Let E ⊂ X be a totally bounded subset of a complete metric space
X. Denote by Nδ(E) the least number of sets of diameter at most δ > 0 needed
to cover E. The upper box-counting dimension and lower box-counting dimension
are defined, respectively, by
dimB(E) = lim sup
δ→0
logNδ(E)
− log δ
and
dimB(E) = lim inf
δ→0
logNδ(E)
− log δ .
If dimBE = dimBE we will refer to the box-counting dimension dimB E.
Note that the definition does not change if Nδ(E) is substituted by Mδ(E), the
number of grid squares in a δ-mesh that intersect E. We make use of this in proving
upper bounds. More equivalent definitions of the box-counting dimension, and the
definition of the Hausdorff dimension, can be found in Falconer [6].
We further comment that for topological reasons the packing dimension equals
the upper box-counting dimension for all the constructions we will consider. There-
fore our results not only determine the box-counting but also the packing dimension.
This follows directly from Corollary 3.10 in [6].
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2.1. Random Iterated Function Systems. Let I = {Ii}i∈Λ be a finite collection
of IFSs indexed by i ∈ Λ = {1, . . . , N}, where Ii = {f1i , . . . , f#Iii } and the affine
maps f ji : R
2 → R2 are strict contractions. With the collection I we associate a
(non-degenerate) probability vector p = {pi}, i.e. pi > 0 for all i ∈ Λ and
∑
pi = 1.
We call the pair (I,p) a random iterated function system (RIFS). In Sections 3 and
4 we will define the random sets associated with them.
The self-affine sets we are considering were introduced by Fraser [10] and are
known as box-like self-affine carpets.
Definition 2.2. For a given i, let f ji : R
2 → R2 be of the form
f ji (x) =
(
aji 0
0 bji
)
Qji
(
x1
x2
)
+
(
uji
vji
)
,
where 0 < aji < 1 and 0 < b
j
i < 1, x = (x1, x2), and u
j
i , v
j
i ∈ R are such that the
unit square ∆ = [0, 1]2 is mapped into itself, that is f ji (∆) ⊂ ∆ and
Qji ∈
{(±1 0
0 ±1
)
,
(
0 ±1
±1 0
)}
.
If all maps f ji ∈ Ii satisfy the criteria above we call the IFS {f ji }#Iij=1 box-like. If
all IFSs Ii ∈ I are box-like we call the RIFS (I,p) box-like.
We remark that the matrices Qji represent elements of the symmetry group of
isometries D8 such that f
j
i maps the square onto rectangles that are still aligned
with the x and y axis.
Definition 2.3. Let (I,p) be box-like as above. If there exist at least two pairs
(i, j) and (k, l) with
Qji ∈
{(
0 ±1
±1 0
)}
, and Qlk ∈
{(±1 0
0 ±1
)}
,
we call (I,p) non-separated. Otherwise, we call (I,p) separated.
We note that this differs from [10] by only requiring one of the IFSs in Ii ∈ I to
have one map with a differing diagonal structure. This is the appropriate analogue
to consider in the random setting as every IFS is chosen infinitely often with full
probability, providing the necessary ‘mixing’ of projections.
Results in dimension theory usually require some assumptions on the level of
overlap. We introduce the random analogue of the condition introduced by Feng
and Wang [8].
Definition 2.4. Let (I,p) be a box-like RIFS. We say that (I,p) satisfies the uni-
form open rectangle condition (UORC), if we have, for every i ∈ Λ,
f ji
(
∆˚
)
∩ fki
(
∆˚
)
6= ∅ ⇒ k = j.
Here ∆˚ = (0, 1)2 is the open unit square.
2.2. Codings. To each map f ji we associate a unique symbol e
j
i to enable us to
code points in the random attractor. We adopt the notation of arrangement of
words in [31] to succinctly write sets of codings.
Definition 2.5. Let GE = {eji | i ∈ Λ, 1 ≤ j ≤ #Ii}, and define the prime
arrangements G to be the set of symbols G = {∅, ε0} ∪ GE. Clearly both G and GE
are finite and non-empty.
Define i to be the free monoid with operation , generators GE, and identity
ε0, and define iunionsq to be the free commutative monoid with operation unionsq, generators
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i, and identity ∅. We define  to be left and right multiplicative over unionsq, and
∅ to annihilate with respect to . That is, given an element e of i, we get
e  ∅ = ∅  e = ∅. We write i∗ for the set of finite algebraic expressions with
elements G and operations unionsq and . Using distributivity i = (i∗,unionsq,) is the non-
commutative free semi-ring with ‘addition’ unionsq and ‘multiplication’  and generator
GE and we will call i the semiring of arrangements of words and refer to elements
of i∗ as (finite) arrangements of words.
We use the convention to ‘multiply out’ arrangements of words and write them
as elements of i separated by unionsq. We omit brackets, where appropriate, replace 
by concatenation to simplify notation, and for each such reduced arrangement of
words φ = ϕ1 unionsq ϕ2 unionsq · · · unionsq ϕk write ϕi ∈ φ to refer to the subarrangements ϕi that
are elements of ϕi ∈ i.
Arrangements of words can be used to describe compact subsets by defining a
coding map, mapping elements φ ∈ i∗ onto compact subsets K(R2) recursively.
Definition 2.6. Given an arrangement of words φ and a compact set K ∈ K(R2),
we define f(φ,K) recursively to be the compact set satisfying:
f(φ,K) =

f(φ1,K) ∪ f(φ2,K), if φ = φ1 unionsq φ2;
f(φ1, f(φ2,K)), if φ = φ1  φ2;
f ji (K), if φ = e
j
i ;
K, if φ = ε0;
∅, if φ = ∅.
To each IFS we associate an arrangement of words.
Definition 2.7. Let Wi be the arrangement of words that are the letters coding the
maps of the IFS Ii,
Wi = e
1
i unionsq e2i unionsq · · · unionsq e#Iii .
This representation now allows us to define sets involving the IFSs recursively
by right multiplication of Wi to existing codings.
2.3. Projections. Our results depend on the box-counting dimensions of the or-
thogonal projections onto the x and y axes. We write pix and piy to denote these
projections, respectively:
pix : R2 → R , where pix
(
(z1, z2)
>) = z1 , and
piy : R2 → R , where piy
(
(z1, z2)
>) = z2.
For e ∈ i, let αM (e) = maxz∈{x,y}|piz(f(e,∆))| and αm(e) = minz∈{x,y}|piz(f(e,∆))|
be the length of the longest and shortest edge, respectively, of the rectangle f(e,∆).
We define s(e, F ) to be the upper box-counting dimension of the projection of a
compact set F ⊂ R2 onto the line parallel to the longest side of f(e,∆), that is
s(e, F ) =
{
dimB(pixF ), if |pix(f(e,∆))| ≥ |piy(f(e,∆))|,
dimB(piyF ), otherwise.
Analogously, let s(e, F ) be the lower box-counting dimension of the projection of
F . If the box-counting dimension exists we write s(e, F ) for the common value.
Let sx(F ) = dimB(pixF ) and s
y(F ) = dimB(piyF ), with s
x(F ), sy(F ), sx(F ), and
sy(F ) defined analogously. We will write pie to denote the projection, pix or piy,
parallel to the long side of the rectangle f(e,∆), choosing arbitrarily if they are
equal.
Finally, we define stochastically additive and sub-additive random variables.
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Definition 2.8. Let {Xi(ω)}i be a family of measurable random variables de-
fined on some probability space Ω, with ω ∈ Ω and i ∈ N. Let σ : Ω → Ω. If
Xi+j(ω) ≤ Xi(ω) +Xj(σiω) for all i, j ∈ N and ω ∈ Ω, then {Xi(ω)}i is said to be
stochastically sub-additive. In the case of equality, {Xi(ω)}i is said to be stochasti-
cally additive. The value
(
Xi+j(ω)−Xi(ω)−Xj(σiω)
)+
, where (x)+ = max{0, x}
is called the sub-additive defect.
3. Results for 1-variable self-affine carpets
Let ΛN = {1, . . . , N}N be the set of all (infinite) sequences with entries in Λ; we
refer to these sequences as (infinite) words or codings and for w ∈ ΛN we write wi
for the i-th letter in the sequence, i.e. the i-th letter in the word w. We define the
distance between x, y ∈ ΛN to be d(x, y) = 2−|x∧y|, where |x ∧ y| = max{k | xi =
yi for i ≤ k} and d(x, y) = 0 if x = y. Then d is a metric and we consider the
metric coding space, (ΛN, d). We sometimes need finite words and set Λk to be the
set of words of length k. The set Λ0 contains only the empty word ε0 and the set
of all finite codings is Λ∗ =
⋃∞
k=0 Λ
k. For w ∈ Λ∗ we write |w| to denote the length
of the word w and we let [w] = {x ∈ ΛN | xi = wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|} be the cylinder
given by the coding w. With the given metric, the cylinders are clopen sets and are
a basis for the topology on (ΛN, d). By the Carathe´odory extension theorem we can
define a measure on these cylinders which extends to a unique Borel measure on
ΛN. Let µ be the Bernoulli probability measure induced by the probability vector
p, i.e. for a cylinder [w], w ∈ Λ∗ we set
µ([w]) =
N∏
i=1
p
#{j|wj=i}
i .
This defines a Borel probability measure in the usual way. The probability space
we are considering in this section is (Ω,B(Ω), µ), where Ω = ΛN and B(Ω) is the
Borel σ-algebra of Ω. Almost sure results for the 1-variable setting are with respect
to the probability measure µ.
We now define the random set we are investigating in this section. In fact we
associate a set Fω to every ω ∈ ΛN. Choosing ω randomly according to µ gives us
the random attractor Fω.
Definition 3.1. The k-level coding with respect to realisation ω ∈ ΛN is
Ckω = Wω1 Wω2  · · · Wωk (k ∈ N) and C0ω = ε0.
The arrangement of all finite codings C∗ω is defined by
C∗ω =
∞⊔
i=0
Ciω.
Recall that unionsq represents addition in the semiring i.
Definition 3.2. The k-level prefractal F kω and the 1-variable random box-like self-
affine carpet Fω are
F kω = f(C
k
ω,∆) =
⋃
e∈Ckω
f(e,∆) ⊂ R2
and
Fω =
∞⋂
k=1
f(Ckω,∆) =
∞⋂
k=1
⋃
e∈Ckω
f(e,∆) ⊂ R2,
where ∆ = [0, 1]2.
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Figure 2. Three random realisations using the maps in Figure 1.
For reasons of non-triviality we assume that each IFS in I has at least one map,
with at least one IFS containing two maps. This guarantees that Fω is almost
surely not a singleton.
We define a singular value function for each realisation ω ∈ ΛN.
Definition 3.3. Let e ∈ i, we define the upper (random) modified singular value
function by
ψ
s
ω(e) = αM (e)
s(e,Fω)αm(e)
s−s(e,Fω).
Let Ψ
k
ω(s) be the sum of the modified singular values over all k-level words,
Ψ
k
ω(s) =
∑
e∈Ckω
ψ
s
ω(e).
We let ψs
ω
(e) and Ψkω(s) be the lower modified singular value function and its sum,
defined analogously.
We will now introduce the last component, the pressure, which relates to the
topological pressure of the associated dynamical system.
Definition 3.4. Let s ∈ R+0 , the upper s-pressure for realisation ω ∈ ΛN is given
by
Pω(s) = limk→∞
(
Ψ
k
ω(s)
)1/k
.
The lower pressure Pω is defined analogously.
Lemma 3.5. There exists a function P (s) : R+0 → R+0 , the s-pressure, such that
Pω(s) = Pω(s) = P (s) for µ-almost every ω ∈ Ω. Further, P (s) is continuous and
strictly decreasing and there exists a unique sB ∈ R+0 satisfying,
P (sB) = 1. (3.1)
We note that we are taking the liberty of calling P a pressure even though
it is more appropriately the exponential of pressure. Similarly, if ψ
s
ω(e  g) =
ψ
s
ω(e)ψ
s
σkω(g) we may refer to the random variable ψ
s
ω(e) as additive, where we
should formally refer to the logarithm of the random variable as additive. Sec-
tion 6 contains the proof of above lemma and our main result for the box-counting
dimension of 1-variable random box-like self-affine carpets.
Theorem 3.6. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC.
Let Fω be the associated 1-variable random box-like self-affine carpet. Then
dimB Fω = sB , (3.2)
for almost every ω ∈ ΛN, where sB is the unique solution to P (sB) = 1.
Applying Lemma 6.7, we get the following interesting corollary.
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Corollary 3.7. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC and
is of the separated type, with αM (e) = |pixf(e,∆)| for all e ∈ Ii ∈ I. Let Fω be the
associated 1-variable random box-like carpet. Then ψ
t
ω is (stochastically) additive
and the box-counting dimension of Fω is almost surely given by the unique sB such
that,
expE
log ∑
e∈Wω1
ψ
sB
ω (e)
 = 1. (3.3)
Proof. First note that additivity of ψ
s
ω(e) implies
log Ψ
k
ω(s) = log
∑
e∈Ckω
ψ
sB
ω (e) = log
( ∑
e∈Wω1
ψ
sB
ω (e)
)
. . .
( ∑
e∈Wωk
ψ
sB
σk−1ω(e)
) .
Therefore
lim
k→∞
1
k
log Ψ
k
ω(s) = lim
k→∞
1
k
k∑
i=1
log
 ∑
e∈Wωi
ψ
sB
σi−1ω(e)
 = E
log ∑
e∈Wω1
ψ
sB
ω (e)
 ,
almost surely by Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem. For sB satisfying (3.3) this limit
equals 0 almost surely and hence P (sB)) = 1. We can now apply Theorem 3.6 and
obtain the desired conclusion. 
Introducing further conditions, we can express the box-counting dimension in
terms of the individual attractors. The following corollary to Corollary 3.7 extends
the box-counting dimension result from Gui and Li [16] which states that for 1-
variable Bedford-McMullen carpets with subdivisions n,m the almost sure box-
counting dimension is the mean of the box-counting dimensions of the corresponding
deterministic attractors.
Corollary 3.8. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC
and is of the separated type, with αM (e) = |pixf(e,∆)| for all e ∈ Ii ∈ I. Let Fω be
the associated 1-variable random box-like carpet. Assume further that
(1) there exists η ∈ (0, 1) s.t. αm(e) = η for all e ∈ Ii and i ∈ Λ,
(2) sx(Fω) =
∑
i∈Λ pis
x(Fi,i,...) almost surely,
(3) and the following equality holds:
E
log ∑
e∈Wω1
αM (e)
sx(Fω)
 = E
log ∑
e∈Wω1
αM (e)
sx(Fω1,ω1,...)
 .
Then, almost surely,
dimB Fω =
∑
i∈Λ
pi dimB Fi,i,... = E(dimB Fω1,ω1,...). (3.4)
Proof. First note that sx(Fω) is constant almost surely. We denote this value by
sx and note from (3.3),
1 = expE
log ∑
e∈Wω1
αM (e)
sxαm(e)
sB−sx

= expE
log
ηsB−sx ∑
e∈Wω1
αM (e)
sx
 .
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So
η−sB = η−s
x
(∑
e∈W1
αM (e)
sx
)p1
· . . . ·
( ∑
e∈WN
αM (e)
sx
)pN
but η−s
x
= η−
∑
i∈Λ pis
x(Fi,i,...) almost surely and hence, almost surely,
η−sB =
(∑
e∈W1
(αM (e)/η)
sx(F1,1,...)
)p1
· . . . ·
( ∑
e∈WN
(αM (e)/η)
sx(FN,N,...)
)pN
and
sB =
∑
i∈Λ pi log
(∑
e∈Wi(αM (e)/η)
sx(Fi,i,...)
)
− log η .
Thus sB is the weighted average of dimB Fi,i,.... 
On first glance these conditions seem very restrictive. However, note that 1-
variable Bedford-McMullen carpets sharing the same n,m grid subdivision satisfy
these conditions (the Gui-Li case). Briefly, this is because
sx(Fi,i...) =
− log(number of non-empty columns)
log(column width)
,
and
sx(Fω) =
− log(geometric mean of the number of non-empty columns)
log(column width)
(a.s.).
Further, these conditions are satisfied for much more general separated box-like
self-affine RIFS (such as the Lalley-Gatzouras type) if all the individual attractors’
projection onto the horizontal have the same box-counting dimension and they
contract equally in the direction parallel to the vertical.
Note however, that letting αm(e) = ηi for every e ∈ Wi is no longer sufficient
for the dimension to be the mean of the individual dimensions as Example 5.1 in
Section 5 shows. Another interesting consequence of Theorem 3.6 is obtained for
RIFSs such that the modified singular value function is not stochastically additive.
Remark 3.9. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC such
that ψ
s
ω(e) is not stochastically additive. Let Fω be the associated 1-variable random
box-like carpet. Then the almost sure box-counting dimension of the attractor can
drop below the least box-counting dimension of the individual attractors, that is there
exists (I,p) such that, almost surely,
dimB Fω < min
i∈Λ
dimB Fi,i,i,... .
See Example 5.2 in Section 5.
We end this section by commenting that if sx = sy = 1 a.s. the modified singular
value function coincides with the singular value function and dimB Fω coincides with
the natural affinity dimension. For the separated case with greatest contraction in
the vertical direction it is sufficient to have sx = 1. Conversely, if sx, sy < 1
the almost sure box-counting dimension (and therefore the almost sure Hausdorff
dimension) of Fω will be strictly less than the associated affinity dimension.
4. Results for ∞-variable box-like carpets
In this section we define an infinite code tree and define the∞-variable attractor
of a random iterated function system (I,p). We set ks = maxi∈Λ #Ii and consider
the rooted ks-ary tree. Each node in this tree we label with a single i ∈ Λ, cho-
sen independently, according to the probability vector p. We denote the space of
all possible labellings of the tree by T and refer to individual realisations picked
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according to the induced probability measure, described below, by τ ∈ T . In this
full tree we address vertices by which branch was taken; if v is a node at level k we
write v = (v1, v2, . . . , vk), with vi ∈ {1, . . . , ks} and root node v = (.). The levels
of the tree are then:
{(.)}, {(1), (2), . . . , (ks)}, {(1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (1, ks), (2, 1), . . . , (ks, ks)}, . . . .
We write τ(v) ∈ Λ to denote the random letter for node v and realisation τ . Given
a node v we define σvτ to be the full subtree starting at vertex v, with σ(.)τ = τ .
There exists a natural measure µ on the collection of trees, induced by p. Let [τ ]k
be the collection of trees κ such that τ(v) = κ(v) for all nodes v in levels up to k.
Similarly to the 1-variable setting we refer to this as a cylinder and note that it
generates the topology of T . The measure µ is then the unique measure on T such
that µ([τ ]k) = p
ρ(1,k,τ)
1 p
ρ(2,k,τ)
2 . . . p
ρ(n,k,τ)
n , where ρ(i, k, τ) is the number of choices
of letter i ∈ Λ for all nodes up to level k in realisation τ .
We note that in this section we relax the requirement that every IFS Ii must
contain at least one map, with a single IFS consisting of two maps. We now allow
an IFS to have no maps, i.e. Wi = ∅ with positive probability, but we require a
non-extinction condition.
Definition 4.1. We call the RIFS (L, ~pi) non-extinguishing if∑
i∈Λ
pi#Ii > 1.
This implies that there exists positive probability that the associated attractor
(defined below) is non-empty. We will later state results ‘conditioned on non-
extinction’ by which we mean ‘with respect to the (normalised) measure µ restricted
on the set of non-extinction’.
Allowing for extinction we have to extend the definition of the modified singular
value function.
Definition 4.2. Let e ∈ i, we define the upper (random) modified singular value
function as
ψ
s
τ (e) =
{
αM (e)
s(e,Fτ )αm(e)
s−s(e,Fτ ), if e 6= ∅,
0, otherwise.
Again, ψs
ω
(e) and ψsω(e) are defined analogously.
Recall that eji is the letter representing the map f
j
i ∈ Ii. For each full tree τ that
is randomly labelled by entries in Λ, we associate another rooted labelled ks-ary
tree Tτ , where each node is labelled by an arrangement of words that describes the
‘coding’ of the associated cylinder.
Definition 4.3. Let Tτ be a labelled tree, we write Tτ (v) for the label of node v
of the tree Tτ . The coding tree Tτ is then defined inductively:
Tτ ((.)) = ε0 and Tτ (v) = Tτ ((v1, . . . , vk)) = Tτ ((v1, . . . , vk−1)) evkτ(vk−1)
for 1 ≤ vk ≤ #Iτ(vk−1) and evkτ(vk−1) = ∅ otherwise. This ‘deletes’ this subbranch
as ∅ annihilates under multiplication.
We refer to the arrangement of all labels at the k-th level by
Tkτ =
⊔
v1,...,vk∈Λ
Tτ ((v1, . . . , vk)).
We remark that the resulting tree will almost surely, conditioned on non-extinction,
have an exponentially increasing number of vertices at level k as k increases. We
can now define the random recursive, or ∞-variable, box-like self-affine carpet.
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Definition 4.4. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS and τ ∈ T . The ∞-variable
box-like self-affine carpet Fτ is the compact set satisfying
Fτ =
∞⋂
k=1
f(Tkτ ,∆).
We note that setting up the RIFS appropriately this models reduces to self-affine
fractal percolation.
We write sx and sy for the almost sure box-counting dimension of the projections
of Fτ onto the horizontal and vertical axes. In this case the projections are ∞-
variable RIFSs or random graph directed systems (RGDSs) in the sense of [31] (see
Definition 6.1 below) and in the non-separated case sx = sy almost surely.
Theorem 4.5. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC
and is non-extinguishing. Let Fτ be the associated ∞-variable random self-affine
box-like carpet. The box-counting dimension of Fτ , conditioned on non-extinction,
is almost surely given by the unique sB satisfying
E

∑
e∈Tkτ
ψ
sB
τ (e)
1/k
→ 1 as k →∞. (4.1)
Corollary 4.6. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC and
is non-extinguishing. Let Fτ be the associated ∞-variable random self-affine box-
like carpet. If the modified singular value function is additive, e.g. if αM (e g) =
αM (e)αM (g), we have, conditioned on non-extinction, dimB Fω = sB almost surely,
where
E
(∑
e∈Ii
ψ
sB
τ (e)
)
= 1. (4.2)
Similarly to the 1-variable RIFSs we can get a dimension drop for ∞-variable
carpets.
Remark 4.7. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the UORC but
does not have an additive modified singular value function. Let Fτ be the∞-variable
attractor associated with (I,p). Then the almost sure box-counting dimension of the
attractor can drop below the least box-counting dimension of the individual attrac-
tors, that is there exists I such that, almost surely,
dimB Fτ < min
i∈Λ
dimB Fi,i,i,... .
See Example 5.2 in Section 5.
Finally, we remark that the the box-counting dimension of∞-variable attractors
is always an upper bound to the box-counting dimension of 1-variable attractors.
When ψ is additive this can be easily seen by Jensen’s inequality, noting that (3.3)
is a geometric and (4.2) an arithmetic average.
5. Examples
We now use our results to compute the box-counting dimension of some simple
random self-affine sets.
5.1. Example. Let I1 be the IFS for a Bedford-McMullen carpet F1,1,... with sub-
division n1 = 2 and m1 = 3, consisting of two maps; one maps the unit square to
a rectangle in the left column and one maps the unit square into a rectangle of the
right column. Take I2 to be the IFS for a Bedford-McMullen carpet F2,2,... with
subdivision n2 = 2 and m2 = 4, consisting of three maps, two mapping into the
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Figure 3. The two iterated functions systems used in Exam-
ple 5.1. The IFS I1 is to the left and I2 is to the right.
Figure 4. The two iterated functions systems used in Example 5.2
(left and middle) and the second iteration, choosing I1 and I2 in
the construction.
left column and one mapping into the right column, see Figure 3. Note that for
both IFSs the box-counting dimension of the projection onto the horizontal axis is
1 and consider the 1-variable box-like self-affine carpet associated with I = {I1, I2}
and p = {1/2, 1/2}.
The modified singular value function takes the value ψt1 = (1/2)(1/3)
t−1 for all
elements e ∈ I1 and ψt2 = (1/2)(1/4)t−1 for all e ∈ I2. Solving
∑
e∈I1 ψ
t
1 = 1 and∑
e∈I2 ψ
t
2 = 1 for t we get dimB F1,1,... = 1 and dimB F2,2,... = log 6/ log 4. However,
as µ is the (1/2, 1/2)-Bernoulli measure, substituting into (3.3) and solving for sB
we get that, almost surely, dimB Fω = log 18/ log 12 and since log 18/ log 12 > (1 +
log 6/ log 4)/2 equation (3.4) fails even in the simple setting of Bedford-McMullen
carpets with mixed subdivisions.
5.2. Example. Let I1 be the IFS for a Bedford-McMullen carpet as in the previous
example and let I2 be another Bedford-McMullen carpet but with major contraction
in the horizontal, see Figure 4. Note that the periodic word ω˜ = (1, 2, 1, 2, . . . )
describes a self-similar set with Hausdorff and box-counting dimension log 4/ log 6.
It is easy to check that the individual Bedford-McMullen carpets have box-counting
dimension 1. Again, I = {I1, I2} is of separated type, but has a non-additive
modified singular value function. We can calculate the box-counting dimension for
the 1-variable model explicitly, assuming the (1/2, 1/2)-Bernoulli measure. First
note that both projections of the attractor have, by symmetry, the same dimension
sp, which is the unique real satisfying
expE log
∑
e∈Wω1
Lip(pixf(e, .))
sp = (2(1/2)sp2(1/3)sp)1/2 = 1,
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where Lip refers to the Lipschitz constant of the similarity fe(x) = f(e, x) with
respect to x. So, almost surely, sp = log 4/ log 6. The box-counting dimension of
the carpet then becomes the unique t satisfying(
2n
(
2−k(n)3k(n)−n
)log 4/ log 6 (
2k(n)−n3−k(n)
)t−log 4/ log 6)1/n
→ 1 a.s. as n→∞,
where k(n) is maximum number of 1s or 2s in a randomly picked string {1, 2}n.
Since k(n)/n → 1/2 a.s. we deduce t = log 4/ log 6 and, almost surely, the box-
counting dimension of the 1-variable carpet agrees with that of the periodic word
ω˜ and is strictly less than the box-dimensions of the individual attractors.
Taking the same I1, I2 and p = {1/2, 1/2} but the ∞-variable construction,
we can calculate the almost sure box-counting dimension of the projection of the
carpet to be the unique sp satisfying
E
∑
e∈Wω1
Lip(pixf(e,K))
sp = 2−sp + 3−sp = 1.
For tree levels that are odd, the maximal singular value αM cannot equal the lower
singular value αm. We can explicitly state the expectation of the 2k + 1 level sum
of the modified singular value function for k ∈ N0 by noting that for a binary tree
of level 2k + 1 with two choices of labels per node there are 212224 . . . 22
(2k+1)−1
=
21+2+...+2
2k
= 22
2k+1−1 choices of trees and thus 22
2k
22
2k+1−1 = 22
2k+1+22k−1 =
23·2
2k−1 equally likely paths. These paths correspond to all values of 2αsBM α
t−sB
m
we want to sum up. Notice that αM = 2
−i3−j and αm = 2−j3−i for some i ≥ j at
level k = i+ j. Thus for subtrees the new singular values can only be 2−i−13−j if
i = j, and 2−i−13−j or 2−i3−j−1 otherwise. Therefore the number of choices for i
at level 2k + 1 must be (
2k + 1
i
)
22
2k+1−1
for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k + 1. We can now state the expectation at level 2k + 1,
E
∑
e∈T2k+1τ
ψ
t
τ (e) =
1
222k+1−1
2k+1∑
i=k+1
22
2k+1−1
(
2k + 1
i
)
· 2(2−i3−(2k+1−i))sp(2−(2k+1−i)3−i)t−sp
= 2
2k+1∑
i=k+1
(
2k + 1
i
)(
3
2
)sp2i(3
2
)−sp(2k+1)
2−t(2k+1)
(
2
3
)it
= 21−t(2k+1)
(
2
3
)sp(2k+1) 2k+1∑
i=k+1
(
2k + 1
i
)(
3
2
)i(2sp−t)
≤ 21−t(2k+1)
(
2
3
)sp(2k+1)(
1 +
(
3
2
)(2sp−t))2k+1
.
Let ε > 0 and set t = sp + ε, then
≤ 21−ε(2k+1)3−sp(2k+1)
(
1 +
(
3
2
)sp (3
2
)−ε)2k+1
= 21−ε(2k+1)3−sp(2k+1)
(
1 + (3−sp − 1)
(
3
2
)−ε)2k+1
→ 0 as k →∞.
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Therefore the box-counting dimension sB of the attractor satisfies sp ≤ sB ≤ sp+ε
and so sB = sp. Again this is a dimension drop when compared to the original
attractors.
6. Proofs
This section is divided into two parts; we prove the results of Section 3 in the
first, followed by the proofs for Section 4. First, however, we recall the defini-
tion of random graph directed systems introduced in Troscheit [31] and then state
and prove Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, which apply to both 1-variable and ∞-variable
constructions.
Definition 6.1. Let Γ = {Γ(1), . . . ,Γ(N)} be a finite collection of directed graphs
with edge sets E(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N and common vertex set V = {1, . . . ,M}. Associate
to each graph a probability pi > 0 such that
∑
pi = 1. We represent each edge
e ∈ E(i) by a unique prime arrangement of words e ∈ GE that codes an associated
contraction fe. For v, w ∈ V write Ev w(i) = e1unionsq· · ·unionsqen, where the edges associated
with the prime arrangements ek ∈ E(i) have initial vertex v and terminal vertex w.
We set Ev w(i) = ∅ if no such edge exists. Let
E(i) =

E1 1(i) E1 2(i) . . . E1 M (i)
E2 1(i)
. . . E1 M (i)
...
. . .
...
EM 1(i) EM 2(i) . . . EM M (i)

and 1v be a vector of length M such that (1v)k = ε0 if k = v and (1v)k = ∅
otherwise.
Matrix multiplication × and addition unionsq for such n by n matrices M and N, and
vectors v of dimension n are defined in the natural way:
(M×N)i,j =
n⊔
k=1
(Mi,k Nk,j), (M unionsqN)i,j = Mi,j unionsqNi,j , (6.1)
(v ×M)i =
n⊔
k=1
(vk Mk,i).
Definition 6.2. Let
Ekv(ω) =
⊔
1≤j≤M
(1vE(ω1)E(ω2) . . .E(ωk))j
be the k-level sets for vertex i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The 1-variable random graph directed
self similar set Kv(ω) associated to v ∈ V and realisation ω ∈ ΛN is given by
Kv(ω) =
⋂
k>0
f(Ekv(ω),∆).
The ∞-variable random graph directed system is defined analogously to ∞-variable
RIFS (see Definitions 4.3 and 4.4), replacing evkτ(vk−1) by an appropriately chosen
matrix E(i) and taking the sum of arrangements over the v-th column.
Definition 6.3. Let Γ = {Γi}i∈Λ be a finite collection of graphs, sharing the same
vertex set V .
6.3.a We say that the collection Γ is a non-trivial collection of graphs if for every
i ∈ Λ and v ∈ V we have ⊔
w∈V
Ev w(i) 6= ∅.
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Furthermore we require that there exist e1 ∈ E(i) and e2 ∈ E(j) such that
fe1 6= fe2 .
6.3.b If for every v, w ∈ V there exists ωv,w ∈ Λ∗ such that Ev w (ωv,w) 6= ∅ and
µ([ωv,w]) > 0, we call Γ stochastically strongly connected.
6.3.c We call the Random Graph Directed System (RGDS) associated with Γ
a contracting self-similar RGDS if for every e ∈ E(i), fe is a contracting
similitude.
Condition 6.4. Let Γ = {Γi}i∈Λ be a finite collection of graphs, sharing the same
vertex set V . We say that the collection Γ is a non-trivial surviving collection of
graphs if for every v ∈ V we have E(#{e ∈ E(ω1)v w | w ∈ V ) > 1. Furthermore
we require that there exist e1 ∈ E(i) and e2 ∈ E(j) such that fe1 6= fe2 .
Condition 6.4 is similar to a RIFS being non-extinguishing (Definition 4.1), guar-
anteeing the existence of a positive probability that Kv(ω) 6= ∅.
Lemma 6.5. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS with associated 1-variable
(∞-variable) carpet Fω (Fτ ). The projections pix(Fω) and piy(Fω), and pix(Fτ ) and
piy(Fτ ) are, in the separated case, random self-similar and, in the non-separated
case, random graph-directed self-similar sets (RGDS) as above. The 1-variable
RGDS satisfies all conditions in Definition 6.3 (assuming every IFS has at least one
map, with at least one IFS having two map) and the ∞-variable RGDS (assuming
it is non-extinguishing) satisfies all conditions in Definition 6.3 with Condition 6.4
replacing 6.3.a.
Proof. We prove the 1-variable case where (I,p) is a 1-variable box-like self-affine
RIFS. Assume that I is separated; without loss of generality (considering all possible
concatenations of two f ji if necessary) for every i ∈ Λ and j ∈ Ii the matrix Qji
does not have off-diagonal entries and for some âji , b̂
j
i ∈ R \{0} each map f ji can be
rewritten as
f ji (x) =
(
âji 0
0 b̂ji
)
x +
(
uji
vji
)
. (6.2)
We define the two induced maps Πxf
j
i : R→ R and Πyf ji : R→ R by
Πxf
j
i (z) = pix◦f ji ◦pi−1x (z) = âjiz+uji and Πyf ji (z) = piy ◦f ji ◦pi−1y (z) = b̂jiz+vji .
For every e ∈ Ckω
Πxfe = pix ◦ fe1 ◦ fe2 ◦ · · · ◦ fe|e| ◦ pi−1x
= pix ◦ fe1 ◦ pi−1x ◦ pix ◦ fe2 ◦ . . . pix ◦ fe|e| ◦ pi−1x
= (Πxfe1) ◦ (Πxfe2) ◦ · · · ◦ (Πxfe|e|),
where fe(x) = f(e, x). So the attractor Kx,ω of the iterated function system Ix =
{Ixi }i∈Λ, with Ixi = {Πxf ji }j∈Ii satisfies Kx,ω = pixFω. A similar argument holds for
the projection onto the vertical axis and thus the projections of Fω onto the x and
y axes are the attractors of the RIFSs Ix and Iy. Finally note that the projections
are similitudes and hence the projections of Fω onto the horizontal and vertical
axes are self-similar RIFS.
The argument for the graph directed construction in the non-separated case is
similar. For each i ∈ Λ we define a graph Γi, where all graphs Γ = {Γ1, . . . ,ΓN}
share the same vertex set V = {Vh, Vv}. We define a new set of prime arrangements
G∗E = {ezi,j | z ∈ {x, y}} for the RGDS, where for every eji we obtain two new
unique words: exi,j and e
y
i,j . Let f
j
i be of the same form as (6.2), we define
f(exi,j , z) = pix ◦f ji ◦pi−1x (z) = âjiz+uji and f(eyi,j , z) = piy ◦f ji ◦pi−1y (z) = b̂jiz+vji .
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For f ji that map vertical lines to horizontal and vice versa, i.e. are of form
f ji (x) =
(
0 âji
b̂ji 0
)
x +
(
uji
vji
)
, (6.3)
we define
f(eyi,j , z) = piy ◦f ji ◦pi−1x (z) = b̂jiz+vji and f(exi,j , z) = pix ◦f ji ◦pi−1y (z) = âjiz+uji .
Fix i ∈ Λ. We define, for all v, w ∈ V the edge set Ev w(i) by
EVh Vh(i) =
⊔
{exi,j | f ji is of form (6.2)},
EVv Vv (i) =
⊔
{eyi,j | f ji is of form (6.2)},
EVh Vv (i) =
⊔
{exi,j | f ji is of form (6.3)},
EVv Vh(i) =
⊔
{eyi,j | f ji is of form (6.3)}.
It remains to check that pixFω = KVh(ω) and piyFω = KVv (ω), for which it is
sufficient to show that, given any finite arrangement of words in e ∈ C∗ω,
pixf(e,∆) = f(e
x, [0, 1]) and piyf(e,∆) = f(e
y, [0, 1]) (6.4)
is satisfied, where ex and ey are the two induced paths, starting at Vh and Vv,
respectively.
If e = ε0, then e
x = ey = ε0 and if e = ∅, then ex = ey = ∅ and in both
cases (6.4) holds trivially. Let w = w1  · · · wk ∈ Ckω with w1 = eji and write wx
and wy for the induced paths. Assume inductively that pixf(w2  · · ·  wk,∆) =
f((w2  · · ·  wk)x, [0, 1]) and piyf(w2  · · ·  wk,∆) = f((w2  · · ·  wk)y, [0, 1]).
Consider the map f ji and assume first it is of the form (6.2). The map f(w, .) can
be written as (
z1
z2
)
7→
(
âji · pix ◦ f(w2  · · ·  wk, (z1, z2)>) + uji
b̂ji · piy ◦ f(w2  · · ·  wk, (z1, z2)>) + vji
)
=
(
âji · f((w2  · · ·  wk)x, z1) + uji
b̂ji · f((w2  · · ·  wk)y, z2) + vji
)
=
(
f(wx, z1)
f(wy, z2)
)
.
Analogously, if f ji is of form (6.3),(
z1
z2
)
7→
(
b̂ji · piy ◦ f(w2  · · ·  wk, (z1, z2)>) + vji
âji · pix ◦ f(w2  · · ·  wk, (z1, z2)>) + uji
)
=
(
b̂ji · f((w2  · · ·  wk)y, z1) + vji
âji · f((w2  · · ·  wk)x, z2) + uji
)
=
(
f(wx, z1)
f(wy, z2)
)
, (6.5)
where we have used that wx1 ∈ EVh Vv (ω1) and wy1 ∈ EVv Vh(ω1) in (6.5). Therefore,
by induction on word length, pixF
k
ω = K
k
Vh
(ω) and piyF
k
ω = K
k
Vv
(ω). We conclude
that pixFω = KVh(ω) and piyFω = KVv (ω), where Ki(ω) is the 1-variable random
graph directed system of Definition 6.2, as all maps are similitudes.
Finally we check the conditions of Definition 6.3. Non-triviality arises from the
fact that pi > 0 for all i ∈ Λ, each map f ji induces exactly one map starting at each
of the two vertices and that we assume at least two maps to be distinct. Lastly,
the stochastically strongly connected condition is satisfied since at least one of the
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maps is separated and there exists at least one pair (i, j) such that horizontal get
mapped to vertical lines.
The result for the ∞-variable case is almost identical and left to the reader. 
The following lemma follows directly from Theorems 2.24 (1-variable) and 3.6
(∞-variable) in Troscheit [31].
Lemma 6.6. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS s.t. every IFS has at least one
map, with at least one IFS having two maps (it is non-extinguishing) and let Fω
(Fτ ) be the associated 1-variable (∞-variable carpet. Let e ∈ C∗ω (e ∈ T∗τ ) be the
level sets of Definition 3.1 (Definition 4.3). Then s(e, Fω) = s(e, Fω) (s(e, Fτ ) =
s(e, Fτ )) is constant almost surely and coincides with s
x or sy, the almost sure
box-counting dimension of the projection of Fω (Fτ ) onto the horizontal or vertical
axis, respectively. If I is non-separated, then additionally sx = sy almost surely.
Basic dimensional properties give that the box-counting dimension of a set X is
bounded above by
dimBX ≤ dimB(pixX × piyX) ≤ dimB(pixX) + dimB(piyX).
So, almost surely the box-counting dimension for 1-variable and∞-variable box-like
carpets cannot exceed sx + sy. In the proofs below we will however also consider
the parameter s for s > sx + sy to show that our results are exactly the unique
values sB such that (3.2) and (4.2) hold, rather than min{sB , sx + sy}. Note that
this means that the modified singular value function must be subadditive, although
not strictly so.
6.1. Proofs for Section 3. The modified singular value function is in certain cases
either stochastically subadditive, additive or superadditive. The proof shares many
similarities with [10, Lemma 2.1], although differs in some points because sx(Fω)
and sy(Fω) do not surely coincide.
Lemma 6.7. Let e ∈ C∗ω and g ∈ i∗ be such that e g ∈ C∗ω. Writing l = |e| and
γω(e, g), γmin, γmax for some quantities that will arise in the proof but are almost
surely equal to one, the following statements hold for all k ≥ 0
(1) If t ∈ [0, sx(Fω) + sy(Fω)] then
ψ
t
ω(e g) ≤ γω(e, g)ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g),
Ψ
k+l
ω (s) ≤ γ(k+l)|s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
max Ψ
k
ω(s)Ψ
l
σkω(s). (6.6)
(2) If t ≥ sx(Fω) + sy(Fω) then
ψ
t
ω(e g) ≥ γω(e, g)ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g),
Ψ
k+l
ω (s) ≥ γ(k+l)|s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
min Ψ
k
ω(s)Ψ
l
σkω(s).
An analogous result holds for ψt
ω
and Ψkω.
Proof. We first prove the results concerning the modified singular value function
and deal with the separated case, which implies that αM (e) can only take the values
of h(e)h(g) or w(e)w(g), where h(z) = |piyf(z,∆)| and w(z) = |pixf(z,∆)| are the
height and width of the rectangle f(z,∆). Without loss of generality we can assume
that h(e) ≥ w(e) i.e. αM (e) = h(e). We therefore have the following cases to check
(i) αM (g) = h(g) and thus αM (e g) = h(e)h(g),
(ii) αM (g) = w(g) and αM (e g) = h(e)h(g),
(iii) αM (g) = w(g) and αM (e g) = w(e)w(g).
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In the separated case we define γmin = γmax = γω(e, g) = 1 and we shall now treat
each of the cases above separately.
(i) We have
ψ
t
ω(e g)
ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g)
=
(h(e)h(g))s(eg,Fω)(w(e)w(g)))t−s(eg,Fω)
h(e)s(e,Fω)w(e)t−s(e,Fω)h(g)s(g,Fσlω)b(g)t−s(g,Fσlω)
,
=
(h(e)h(g))s
x(Fω)(w(e)w(g))t−s
x(Fω)
h(e)s
x(Fω)w(e)t−sx(Fω)h(e)sx(Fω)w(g)t−sx(Fω)
= 1. (6.7)
(ii) We have
ψ
t
ω(e g)
ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g)
=
(h(e)h(g))s
y(Fω)(w(e)w(g))t−s
y(Fω)
h(e)s
y(Fω)w(e)t−sy(Fω)w(g)sx(Fω)h(g)t−sx(Fω)
=
(
w(g)
h(g)
)t−sx(Fω)−sy(Fω)
= rt−s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)
where r > 1.
(iii) We have
ψ
t
ω(e g)
ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g)
=
(w(e)w(g))s
x(Fω)(h(e)h(g))t−s
x(Fω)
h(e)s
y(Fω)w(e)t−sy(Fω)w(g)sy(Fω)h(g)t−sx(Fω)
=
(
h(e)
w(e)
)t−sx(Fω)−sy(Fω)
= rt−s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)
where r > 1.
The required cases then follow by letting t take the appropriate values.
For the non-separated case we have almost surely sx = sx(Fω) = s
y(Fω). Let
γmin = min
i∈Λ
h∈Ii
αm(h)
αM (h)
and γmax = γ
−1
min.
Note that αm(e g) ≥ αm(e)αm(g). Equivalently αm(e g) = c(e, g)αm(e)αm(g)
for some c(e, g) ≥ 1 and so we have for all ω ∈ ΛN,
ψ
t
ω(e g) = αM (e g)s(eg,Fω)αm(e g)t−s(eg,Fω)
= (αM (e g)αm(e g))s(eg,Fω)αm(e g)t−2s(eg,Fω)
= (αM (e)αM (g)αm(e)αm(g))
s(eg,Fω)αm(e g)t−2s(eg,Fω)
= (αM (e)αM (g)αm(e)αm(g))
s(eg,Fω)
(αm(e)αm(g))
t−2s(eg,Fω)c(e, g)t−2s(eg,Fω)
= c(e, g)t−2s(eg,Fω)γω(e, g)ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σlω(g), (6.8)
for some γω(e, g) ∈
[
γ
|eg|·|sx(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
min , γ
|eg|·|sx(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
max
]
. The required in-
equalities follow again by letting t take appropriate values. Note that, while
γω(e, g) = 1 holds for all ω ∈ ΛN in the separated case, in the non-separated
case the equality holds only for ω ∈ G, where G is the full measure set on which sx
and sy exist and coincide (guaranteed to exist by Lemma 6.6 for RIFS of the non-
separated type). As it turns out this does not make a difference to the convergence
of P .
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We now move on to proving the inequalities involving Ψ
k+l
ω (s). We have from
(6.8) for e ∈ Ckω and g ∈ Clσkω such that e g ∈ Ck+lω and t ∈ [0, sx + sy],
Ψ
k+l
ω (t) =
∑
eg∈Ck+lω
ψ
t
ω(e g)
=
∑
e∈Ckω
∑
g∈Cl
σkω
ψ
t
ω(e g) ≤
∑
e∈Ckω
∑
g∈Cl
σkω
γω(e, g)ψ
t
ω(e)ψ
t
σkω(g)
≤ γ(k+l)|sx(Fω)−sy(Fω)|max
∑
e∈Ckω
ψ
t
ω(e)

 ∑
g∈Cl
σkω
ψ
t
σkω(g)

= γ(k+l)|s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
max Ψ
k
ω(t)Ψ
l
σkω(t).
The other inequality follows by a similar argument, again noting that
γ(k+l)|s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
max = 1
for all ω ∈ ΛN in the separated case and for all ω ∈ G in the non-separated case. 
For the proof of Lemma 3.5 we require the following proposition, a variant of
the subadditive ergodic theorem, originally due to Kingman [24].
Proposition 6.8 (Derriennic, [4]). Let Xm(ω) be a family of measurable and in-
tegrable random variables on a probability space (Ω, µ). Assume that
inf
n
(1/n)E(Xn) > −∞
and that the subadditive defects are bounded by a family of positive random variables
Ym, that is
Xn+m(ω)−Xn(ω)−Xm(σnω) ≤ Ym(σnω) a.s.,
for all n,m with supm EYm <∞. Then there exists a µ-invariant random variable
Y such that limn(1/n)Xn = Y and limn(1/n)EXn = EY .
Proof (of Lemma 3.5). Let t ∈ [0, sx(Fω) + sy(Fω)], and consider log Ψkω(t). We
first note that log Ψ
k
ω(t) is a (measurable) random variable. Since there exists c > 0
such that ψ
t
ω(x) ≥ c for all i and x ∈ Ii, we can write
inf
k
E log Ψkω(t)
k
≥ inf
k
log ck
k
= log c > −∞.
Hence the condition on bounded infimum is satisfied. Obviously the shift map σ is
an invariant and ergodic transformation on Ω = ΛN, and the subadditive defect is
log Ψ
k+l
ω (t)− log Ψ
k
ω(t)− log Ψ
l
σkω(t) ≤ log γ(k+l)|s
x(Fω)−sy(Fω)|
max
= 0 (a.s.) (by Lemma 6.7)
and therefore Pω(t) converges to some random variable P̂ω almost surely. Using
ergodicity of σ we can conclude that P̂ω is almost surely constant and so, almost
surely,
Pω(t) = lim
k
exp
(
E log Ψkω
k
)
. (6.9)
The case for t > sx(Fω) + s
y(Fω) follows by considering the stochastically subaddi-
tive sequence of − log Ψkω and we will omit details here. We simply comment that
Ψ
k
ω = Ψ
k
ω (a.s.) and so Pω(t) = Pω(t) almost surely, and we denote this common,
almost sure, constant value by P (t). 
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Lemma 6.9. The s-pressure P (s) is strictly decreasing and continuous in s, and
there exists unique sB such that P (sB) = 1.
Proof. Let α = mine∈Ii,i∈Λ αm(e) and α = maxe∈Ii,i∈Λ αM (e). We have for ε > 0,
P (s+ ε) = ess lim
k→∞
∑
e∈Ckω
αM (e)
s(e,Fω)αm(e)
s+ε−s(e,Fω)
1/k
≤ ess lim
k→∞
∑
e∈Ckω
αkεαM (e)
s(e,Fω)αm(e)
s−s(e,Fω)
1/k = αεP (s).
Similarly we can establish the lower bound to get
αεP (s) ≤ P (s+ ε) ≤ αεP (s).
It immediately follows that P is continuous and strictly decreasing. Furthermore,
letting ε→∞ we can see that P (s)→ 0 as s→∞. Finally consider
P (0) = ess lim
k→∞
∑
e∈Ckω
αM (e)
s(e,Fω)αm(e)
−s(e,Fω)
1/k
≥ ess lim
k→∞
∑
e∈Ckω
1
1/k = expE(log(#Ii)) > 1.
The last inequality follows by our assumption that at least one of our IFSs contains
two maps. We can therefore conclude that sB in (3.1) is unique, which concludes
the proof. 
To prove that sB is the almost sure box-counting dimension of Fω we first define
a useful stopping.
Definition 6.10. For 0 < δ ≤ 1 we define the δ-stopping:
Ξδω = {e = e1 . . . e|e| ∈ C∗ω | αm(e) ≤ δ and αm(e1e2 . . . e|e|−1) > δ},
This is the collection of arrangements of words such that their associated rec-
tangle has shorter side comparable to δ, i.e. for e ∈ Ξδω,
αδ < αm(e) ≤ δ. (6.10)
We can now prove the upper bound of (3.2).
Lemma 6.11. Let Fω be the attractor of a box-like self-affine random iterated
function system. Irrespective of overlaps, almost surely,
dimB Fω ≤ sB .
Proof. For e ∈ C∗ω define
Fω(e) = f(e, Fσ|e|ω).
Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and let {Ue,i}Nε(Fω(e))i=1 be a minimal ε-cover of Fω(e); then
Fω ⊆
⋃
e∈Ξεω
Nε(Fω(e))⋃
i=1
Ue,i. (6.11)
Recall that pie is the projection onto the axes parallel to the longest side of f(e,∆).
Using (6.11) we get
Nε(Fω) ≤
∑
e∈Ξεω
Nε(Fω(e)) =
∑
e∈Ξεω
Nε(f(e, Fσ|e|ω)) =
∑
e∈Ξεω
Nε(f(e, pieFσ|e|ω)),
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since the rectangles have shortest length equal to ε or less. Now notice that for
ε > 0 there exists Cω > 0 such that
C−1ω r
−sω(e)+ε/2 ≤ Nr(pieFω) ≤ Cωr−sω(e)−ε/2,
with 0 < Cω <∞ holding almost surely. We thus get
Nε(Fω) ≤
∑
e∈Ξεω
Nε/αM (e)((pieFσ|e|ω)) ≤ Cω
∑
e∈Ξεω
(
ε
αM (e)
)−s(e,F
σ|e|ω)−ε/2
,
and as αε < αm(e) for all e ∈ Ξεω we deduce, for C∗ = α−(sB+ε),
Nε(Fω) ≤ Cω
(
αm(e)
αε
)sB+ε ∑
e∈Ξεω
(
ε
αM (e)
)−s(e,F
σ|e|ω)−ε/2
≤ Cωα−(sB+ε)ε−(sB+ε)
∑
e∈Ξεω
αM (e)
s(e,Fω)+ε/2αm(e)
sB+εε−s(e,Fω)−ε/2
≤ CωC∗ε−(sB+ε)
∑
e∈Ξεω
αM (e)
s(e,Fω)+ε/2αm(e)
sB+ε−s(e,Fω)−ε/2
≤ CωC∗ε−(sB+ε)
∑
e∈Ξεω
ψ
sB+ε/2
ω (e)
≤ CωC∗ε−(sB+ε)
∞∑
k=1
Ψ
k
ω(sB + ε/2).
But since P (s+ ε) < 1 there exists C ′ω for almost every ω such that
Ψ
k
ω(sB + ε) ≤ C ′ωP (s+ ε/2)k.
Therefore, almost surely,
Nε(Fω) ≤ C∗CωC ′ωε−(sB+ε)
∑
k
P (s+ ε/2)k <∞
and hence dimB(Nε(Fω)) ≤ sB + ε as required. 
For t < sB the sum over the random modified singular function of the elements
in the stopping is bounded from below.
Lemma 6.12. Let
Lδω(t) =
∑
e∈Ξδω
ψ
t
ω(e).
Then P (t) < 1 implies Lδω(t) < 1 for small enough δ, and P (t) > 1 implies L
δ
ω(t) >
1 for small enough δ almost surely.
Proof. We start by introducing the same notation as in [31] and write the stopping
Ξδω in an infinite matrix fashion. Define the matrix Ξ̂
δ
ω entrywise for i, j ∈ N by
(Ξ̂δω)i,j =
⊔{
e ∈ Ξδσi−1ω : |e| = max{0, j − i}
}
if there exists e ∈ Ξδσi−1ω with |e| = max{0, j − i}. Otherwise set (Ξ̂δω)i,j = ∅. We
define the vector 1kε0 by
(1kε0)i =
{
ε0, if i = k,
∅, otherwise.
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Given 0 < ξ < 1, for every 0 < δ < 1 there exists a unique k ∈ N0 such that
δ = ξkθ, for ξ < θ ≤ 1. Fix such a ξ, we start by showing that
Lδω(t) =
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂δω)
ψ
t
ω(e) 
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
(ξk)
ω )
ψ
t
ω(e), (6.12)
where we write g  h to indicate g/h and h/g are bounded uniformly away from 0
in δ (and thus k). The first equality in (6.12) is immediate as⊔
i
(11ε0Ξ̂
δ
ω)i = Ξ
δ
ω.
For the asymptotic equality note that there exists c1 > 0 so that for all δ > 0 and
all e ∈ Ξδω and g ∈ i∗ such that e g ∈ Ξδω with |g| = 1 we have
c−11 ψ
t
ω(e) ≤ ψ
t
ω(e g) ≤ c1ψ
t
ω(e). (6.13)
Now also note that for every e ∈ Ξδω there exists unique e† ∈ Ξξ
k
ω and e
‡ ∈ Ξξk+1ω
such that the cylinders satisfy
[e‡] ⊆ [e] ⊆ [e†]. (6.14)
There also exists integer nmax(ξ), independent of ω ∈ ΛN, such that for all g ∈ Ξξω
we have |g| < nmax(ξ) as all maps are contractions. We find the following bounds,
where, for e ∈ Ξξkω , the g is such that e g ∈ Ξδω,∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂δω)
ψ
t
ω(e) =
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
ξk
ω )
∑
{g | eg∈Ξδω}
ψ
t
ω(e g)
≤ cnmax(ξ)1
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
ξk
ω )
∑
{g | eg∈Ξδω}
ψ
t
ω(e)
≤ (nmax(ξ)c1)nmax(ξ)
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
ξk
ω )
ψ
t
ω(e),
and ∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂δω)
ψ
t
ω(e) =
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
ξk
ω )
∑
{g | eg∈Ξδω}
ψ
t
ω(e g)
≥ c−nmax(ξ)1
∑
e∈(11ε0 Ξ̂
(ξk)
ω )
ψ
t
ω(e).
Hence the asymptotic estimate in (6.12) holds.
Now, by (6.13) and (6.14) we have for some c2 > 0 that L
δ
ω(t) is related to the
sum of the modified singular value function over the ξ approximation codings by
c−k2 L
δ,k
ω (t) ≤ Lδω(t) ≤ ck2Lδ,kω (t), (6.15)
where
Lδ,kω (t) =
∑
e∈ Ξ̂ξk ω
ψ
t
ω(e) and Ξ̂
ξ
k ω = 1
k
ε0 Ξ̂
ξ
ω . . . Ξ̂
ξ
ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
Now consider the infinite matrix Mξω(t) that is defined for all i, j ∈ N by
(Mξω(t))i,j =
∑
e∈( Ξ̂ξi ω)j
ψ
t
ω(e).
By definition the sum over all entries in the k-th row is Lδ,kω and we now show that
the sums of the k-th column is related to Ψ
k
ω(t), in fact it is easy to see that every
entry of the k-th column of Mω(t)ξ is a lower bound to Ψiω(t) as every such entry
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is given by a word of length k. The number of non-empty column entries is at most
nmax(ξ)k, where k is the column index. Combining this with (6.13) and (6.14) we
get for some c3 > 0
Ψ
k
ω(t) =
∑
e∈Ckω
ψ
t
ω(e) ≥
c−13 c
−nmax(ξ)
1
nmax(ξ)
nmax(ξ)−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=1
(Mξω(t))i,j+k. (6.16)
Similarly for every e ∈ Ckω there exists g ∈ ( Ξ̂ξk+j ω) for some j ∈ {0, . . . , nmax(ξ)−1}
such that [e] ⊆ [g] and using (6.14) and (6.13) again we get for some c4 > 0 that
Ψ
k
ω(t) =
∑
e∈Ckω
ψ
t
ω(e) ≤ c4cnmax(ξ)1
nmax(ξ)−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=1
(Mξω(t))i,j+k.
We call
∑nmax(ξ)−1
j=0
∑∞
i=1(Mξω(t))i,j+k the nmax(ξ)-corridor at k and denote by
Cξ(l) all pairs (i, j) ∈ N2 such that l ≤ i < l + nmax(ξ), that is the pairs in Cξ(l)
are the coordinates of the nmax(ξ)-corridor at l.
The final ingredient is to compare the rate of growth of the sum of the singular
value function of non-empty column entries with the rate of growth of the sum over
non-empty row entries. First notice that the rate of growth of the rows is related
to the maximal element in the row by
max
j
(Mξω(t))i,j ≤
∑
j
(Mξω(t))i,j ≤ nmax(ξ)imax
j
(Mξω(t))i,j .
Note that elements in the matrix cannot increase arbitrarily from row to row, that
is we have for some c5 > 0 and all integers i, j > 1,
(Mξω(t))i,j ≤ c5 max
k∈{1,...,nmax(ξ)}
(Mξω(t))j−1,i−k. (6.17)
Combining this with the fact that at least one of (Mξω(t))j−1,i−k is positive, the
maximal element cannot move arbitrarily and for every column k there exists a row
r such that
max
i∈{0,...,nmax(ξ)}
(Mξω(t))r,k+i = max
j∈{0,1,... }
(Mξω(t))r,j .
But using the existence of nmax(ξ) and that the Ξ
ξ
ω do not contain the empty word,
we also have (Mξω(t))i,j = 0 for j < i and j > nmax(ξ)i. We deduce that
Lδω(t) ≤ ck2Lδ,kω (t) = ck2
∑
e∈ Ξ̂ξk ω
ψ
t
ω(e) by (6.15)
= ck2
∑
j
(Mξω(t))k,j
≤ ck2nmax(ξ)k(Mξω(t))k,jmax for some jmax ∈ {k, . . . , nmax(ξ)k}
≤ ck2nmax(ξ)k
nmax(ξ)−1∑
l=0
∞∑
i=1
(Mξω(t))i,l+jmax
≤ ck2c3cnmax(ξ)1 nmax(ξ)2kΨ
jmax
ω (t) by (6.16).
Similarly, we can derive the lower bound,
Lδω(t) ≥ c−k2 Lδ,kω (t) = c−k2
∑
e∈ Ξ̂ξk ω
ψ
t
ω(e) by (6.15)
= c−k2
∑
j
(Mξω(t))k,j
≥ c−k2 (Mξω(t))k,jmax for maximising jmax ∈ {k, . . . , nmax(ξ)k}
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≥ c−k2 c−k−jmax−nmax(ξ)5 max
(i,j)∈Cξ(jmax)
(Mξω(t))i,j (6.18)
≥ c
−k
2 c
−k−nmax(ξ)k−nmax(ξ)
5
nmax(ξ)(jmax + nmax(ξ))
nmax(ξ)−1∑
j=0
∞∑
i=1
(Mξω(t))i,j+jmax
≥ c
−k
2 c
−k−nmax(ξ)k−nmax(ξ)
5
c4c
nmax(ξ)
1 nmax(ξ)(jmax + nmax(ξ))
Ψ
jmax
ω (t).
The inequality in (6.18) arises as the maximal element in the nmax(ξ)-corridor at
jmax must be in one of jmax + nmax(ξ) rows and the maximal element can be no
larger than c
jmax+nmax(ξ)
5 times the maximal element in any of the preceding rows
by (6.17).
Thus we get upper and lower bounds to Lδω(t) and we find for some c6, c7 > 0
such that
logLδω(t)
− log δ ≤
log c6c
k
7Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
− log ξkθ ≤
(1/k) log c6 + log c7 + (jmax/k) log(Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
1/jmax)
− log ξ .
Thus, for arbitrary ε > 0, we can pick ξ small enough such that
logLδω(t)
− log δ ≤
(jmax/k) log(Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
1/jmax)
− log ξ +
ε
2
.
Similarly, for some c8, c9 > 0 and small enough ξ,
logLδω(t)
− log δ ≥
log c8c
k
9Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
−k log ξ ≥
(jmax/k) log(Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
1/jmax)
− log ξ −
ε
2
Observe now that almost surely
lim sup
k
(jmax/k) log(Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
1/jmax) ≤ max
p∈{+1,−1}
nmax(ξ)
p logP (t).
Similarly, almost surely,
lim inf
k
(jmax/k) log(Ψ
jmax
ω (t)
1/jmax) ≥ min
p∈{+1,−1}
nmax(ξ)
p logP (t).
Now as ε was arbitrary we conclude, for small enough δ > 0, that
(logLδω(t))/(− log δ) > 0 if P (t) > 1,
and
(logLδω(t))/(− log δ) < 0 if P (t) < 1.
Therefore the implications in the statement hold. 
Lemma 6.13. Let (I,p) be a box-like self-affine RIFS that satisfies the uniform
open rectangle condition. Let Fω be the associated 1-variable random set. Then
dimB Fω ≥ sB (a.s.).
Proof. Let δ > 0 and consider the δ-mesh on ∆, denoted by Nδ. Since we assume
the uniform open rectangle condition, the open rectangles C = {fe(∆˚)}e∈Ξδω are
pairwise disjoint. Furthermore the side lengths of the rectangles R ∈ C are bounded
below by αδ by definition and thus the number of rectangles of C each square in
the grid of Nδ can intersect is at most C−1 = (α−1 + 2)2. Thus
Mδ(Fω) ≥ C
∑
e∈Ξδω
Nδ(Fω(e)).
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In a similar fashion to the upper bound proof, Lemma 6.11, we find
Mδ(Fω) ≥ C
∑
e∈Ξδω
Nδ/αM (e)(Fσ|e|ω) ≥ CC−1ω
∑
e∈Ξεω
(
δ
αM (e)
)−s(e,Fω)+ε/2
.
Using (6.10),
Mδ(Fω) ≥ CC−1ω
∑
e∈Ξεω
(
α−1αm(e)
αM (e)
)−s(e,Fω)+ε/2
≥ CC−1ω
(
αm(e)
δ
)sB−ε ∑
e∈Ξεω
(
α−1αm(e)
αM (e)
)−s(e,Fω)+ε/2
.
Thus, for some C∗ω > 0,
Mδ(Fω) ≥ CC−1ω δ−(sB−ε)αmaxz∈{x,y} s
z(Fω)−ε/2
∑
e∈Ξδω
αM (e)
s(e,Fω)αm(e)
sB−ε/2−s(e,Fω)
≥ C∗ωC−1ω δ−(sB−ε/2)
∑
e∈Ξδω
ψsB−ε/2
ω
= C∗ωC
−1
ω δ
−(sB−ε/2)Lδω(sB − ε/2).
This in turn gives
logMδ(Fω)
− log δ ≥
logC∗ωCω
− log δ + (sB − ε/2) +
logLδω(sB − ε/2)
− log δ
The lower bound follows almost surely because the first term becomes arbitrarily
small, and by Lemma 6.12, the last term is positive for small enough δ. 
6.2. Proofs for Section 4. In this Section we prove the remaining results con-
cerning∞-variable box-like self-affine carpets. We define a random variable Y tk and
show that it behaves similarly to a martingale. For t > sB we have Y
t
k → 0 a.s. and
t is an almost sure lower bound for the box-counting dimension of Fτ . We define
a new random variable Ztk that, for t < sB , increases exponentially a.s.. This will
then allow us to establish the lower bound.
Lemma 6.14. Let Y tk be the random variable given by
Y tk (τ) =
∑
ξ∈Tkτ
ψ
t
τ (ξ). (τ ∈ T )
For all t ∈ R+0 and l, k ∈ N and some random variable ck,l that will be defined
in (6.22), the sequence of random variables satisfies
E
(
Y tk+l(τ) | Fk
)
= ck,l(τ)Y
t
k (τ)E(Y tl ). (6.19)
Here Fk refers to the filtration corresponding to the ‘knowledge of outcomes up to
the k-th level’. Furthermore 0 < ck,l ≤ 1 for t ∈ [0, sx + sy] and so the sequence
{Y tql}∞q=1 forms a supermartingale if E(Y tl ) ≤ 1.
Proof. Let e ∈ Tkτ and g ∈ Tlσeτ , then there exists C(e, g) such that
ψ
t
τ (e g) = C(e, g)ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g).
We define the dual of the modified singular value function
ψ
∗t
τ (e) = αm(e)
s(¬e,Fτ )αM (e)t−s(¬e,Fτ ),
where s(¬e, Fτ ) is the box-counting dimension of the projection of Fτ onto the
shorter side of f(e,∆). We find that C(e, g) takes only a few possible values,
depending on e and g.
(1) αM (e g) = αM (e)αM (g) and
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(a) the RIFS is of non-separated type.
(b) the RIFS is of separated type and pie = pig.
(2) αM (e g) = αM (e)αm(g).
(3) αM (e g) = αm(e)αM (g).
Case (1a). Since the RIFS is of non-separated type, for almost all τ ∈ T , we have
sx = sy. Furthermore, almost surely,
ψ
t
τ (e g) = αM (e g)s
x
αm(e g)t−sx
= (αM (e)αM (g))
sx(αm(e)αm(g))
t−sx
= ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
t
eτ (g),
and so C(e, g) = 1 a.s..
Case (1b). As the RIFS is of separated type and the directions of the maximal
modified singular value coincide we can apply (6.7) and get C(e, g) = 1, for all
τ ∈ T .
Case (2). We can write, for almost every τ ∈ T ,
ψ
t
τ (e g) = αM (e g)s(eg)αm(e g)t−s(eg)
= (αM (e)αm(g))
s(e)(αm(e)αM (g))
t−s(e)
= ψ
t
τ (e)αm(g)
s(¬g)αM (g)t−s(¬g)
= ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
∗t
σeτ (g),
and so C(e, g) = ψ
t
σeτ (g)/ψ
∗t
σeτ (g) = (αM (g)/αm(g))
t−sx−sy .
Case (3). Similarly we can write, for almost every τ ∈ T ,
ψ
t
τ (e g) = αM (e g)s(eg)αm(e g)t−s(eg)
= (αm(e)αM (g))
s(g)(αM (e)αm(g))
t−s(g)
= ψ
t
τ (g)αm(e)
s(¬e)αM (e)t−s(¬e)
= ψ
∗t
τ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g),
and so C(e, g) = ψ
t
τ (e)/ψ
∗t
τ (e) = (αM (e)/αm(e))
t−sx−sy .
Therefore
E
(
Y tk+l(τ) | Fk
)
= E
∑
e∈Tkτ
∑
g∈Tl
σeτ
ψ
t
τ (e g)
∣∣∣ Fk

= E
∑
e∈Tkτ
∑
g∈Tl
eτ
C(e, g)ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
t
eτ (g)
∣∣∣ Fk
 (6.20)
= ck,l(τ)Y
t
k (τ)E(Y tl ), (6.21)
where
ck,l(τ) =
E
(∑
e∈Tkτ
∑
g∈Tl
eτ
C(e, g)ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
t
eτ (g)
∣∣∣ Fk)
Y tk (τ)E(Y tl )
. (6.22)
We will analyse ck,l(τ) in Lemma 6.16 and here only comment that by inspection
we deduce C(e, g) ≤ 1 for t ∈ [0, sx + sy] and so (6.21) becomes E (Y tk+l(τ) | Fk) ≤
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Y tk (τ)E(Y tl ) and the sequence of random variables {Y tql}∞q=1 forms a supermartingale
if E(Y tl ) ≤ 1. 
Lemma 6.15. Let s ∈ [0, sx+sy] and s > sB. Then the sequence {Y sk } converges to
0 exponentially fast a.s. and sB is an almost sure upper bound for the box-counting
dimension of Fτ , so
dimB Fτ ≤ sB .
Proof. If s > sB there exists l such that E(Y sl ) < 1 by definition, see (4.1). There-
fore, by Lemma 6.14, {Y sql}∞q=1 is a strict supermartingale. Hence E(Y sql) → 0 as
q → ∞ and since Y sk  Y sbk/qcq, we get Y sk → 0 as k → ∞, almost surely. This
happens at an exponential rate. That is there exists γ < 1 and Dτ > 0 such that
Yk ≤ Dτγk.
We now define a stopping set Ξδτ analogously to before
Ξδτ = {e ∈ Tiτ | i ∈ N, αm(e) ≤ δ and αm(e1e2 . . . e|e|−1) > δ},
and we can modify the argument in Lemma 6.11 accordingly to get, for s = sB + δ,
Nε(Fτ ) ≤ CτC∗ε−(sB+δ)
∞∑
k=1
∑
e∈Tkτ
αkδ/2ψ
sB
τ (e) ≤ CτC∗ε−(sB+δ)Dτ
∞∑
k=1
αkδ/2γk <∞,
almost surely. We conclude that sB is an almost sure upper bound to the box-
counting dimension of Fτ . 
Lemma 6.16. For ck,l(τ) as in (6.19) we find s ∈ [0, sx + sy] implies ck,l ↗ 1 as
k →∞ for almost all τ . If however s > sx + sy we get ck,l ↘ 1 as k →∞ almost
surely.
Proof. We first decompose (6.20) into
E
(
Y tk+l(τ) | Fk
)
= E
 ∑
e∈Tkτ ,g∈Tlσeτ
αM (eg)=αM (e)αM (g)
ψtτ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g)
+
∑
e∈Tkτ ,g∈Tlσeτ
αM (eg)=αM (e)αm(g)
ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
∗t
σeτ (g) +
∑
e∈Tkτ ,g∈Tlσeτ
αM (eg)=αm(e)αM (g)
ψ
∗t
τ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g)
∣∣∣ Fk
 . (6.23)
Without loss of generality we can assume that the RIFS is strictly self-affine, that is
there exists at least one f ji such that αM (e
j
i ) > αm(e
j
i ), since otherwise we trivially
have C(e, g) = 1 and so ck,l(τ) = 1. We recall that l is fixed and thus there exists
a maximal ratio maxκ∈T maxg∈Tlκ αM (g)/αm(g). Now consider a word e ∈ Tkτ for
large k and consider the case of αM (eg) = αm(e)αM (g). We must, by the bounded
length of g, have αM (e)/αm(e) ∼ 1 surely for some uniform constant. Analogously,
when αM (e g) = αM (e)αm(g) we obtain αM (e)/αm(e) ∼ 1, uniformly, and hence
ψ
∗t
τ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g) ∼ ψ
t
τ (e) ∼ ψ
t
τ (e)ψ
t
σeτ (g).
Finally we note that the last two sums in (6.23) correspond to rare events.
More formally, the proportion of summands where αM (e)/αm(e) ≤ c < ∞ for
some uniform c ∈ R, is almost surely insignificant. This follows directly from the
assumption that the RIFS is not strictly self-affine, the independence of choices
for every node and the uniform bounds for fixed l. Applying any of the various
Central Limit Theorems and Large Deviation Principles for martingales and Galton-
Watson processes, see e.g. Athreya and Vidyashankar [1] or Williams [32], we find
that, as k increases, the dominant terms are where αM (e  g) = αM (e)αM (g)
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and αM (e  g) = αM (e)αm(g) for αM (e)/αm(e)  c. In other words, the defect
measured by ck,l(τ) tends to 1 almost surely. The direction of convergence can be
deduced from the values of C(e, g), as they depend on the value of t. 
We remark that the result in Lemma 6.16 shows that the sequence Yk/E(Y1)k
looks like a martingale ‘in the limit’. In the additive case, ck,l = 1 (surely) and one
can show that Yk/E(Y1)k is a L2-bounded martingale, but to work in greater gen-
erality we will not employ this fact here and prove the lower bound by a branching
argument.
Lemma 6.17. For s < sB, the sequence of random variables {Y sk } diverges to +∞
almost surely and hence the box-counting dimension of Fτ is bounded below by s.
We conclude
dimB Fτ ≥ sB ,
almost surely.
Proof. Using the definition for the ∞-variable stopping set Ξδτ and using an argu-
ment identical to Lemma 6.13 we can write for s = sB − ε and some C∗ > 0 and
some almost surely positive Cτ ,
Mδ(Fτ ) ≥ C∗Cτδ−(sB−ε/2)
∑
e∈Ξδτ
ψ
sB−ε/2
τ (e). (6.24)
But one can easily see that for any ξ > 0, the random variable
Zsn =
∑
e∈Ξξnτ
ψ
sB−ε/2
τ (e)
is also an approximate martingale, c.f. (6.19), for some analogous random variable
ck,l with properties as in Lemma 6.16,
E(Zsk+l | Fk) = ck,lZsk E(Zsl ). (6.25)
Now, for s < sB let k be large enough such that
E
∑
e∈Tkτ
ψ
s
τ (e)
 > 1,
choose ξ > 0 such that ξ < αk. Then
E(Zsl ) ≥ E
∑
e∈Tkτ
ψ
s
τ (e)
 > 1,
for all l. Now, using Lemma 6.16, we choose lsup large enough such that E(ck,lsup)E(Zslsup) >
1 for all k ≥ lsup. Using (6.25), we conclude that E(Zsqlsup) increases exponentially
as q grows. Similarly, since
Zslsupbk/lsupc  Zsk,
there exists some β1, β2 > 1 and a constant D such that D
−1βk1 ≤ E(Zsk) ≤ Dβk2 .
Consider the stopping trees Ξξ
n
τ . Since we are conditioning on non-extinction,
a simple Borel-Cantelli argument shows that, almost surely, in every surviving
branch there are infinitely many nodes where the branch splits into two or more
subbranches. For definiteness let N = N(τ) be the least integer such that the
number of subbranches #{λi ∈ ΞξNτ } > 1. We know that τ̂i = σλiτ are independent
and identical in distribution and hence, for ζ1, ζ2 > 1,
µ
{
τ ∈ T | ∃C > 0 s.t. for all n, C−1ζn1 ≤ Zsn(τ) ≤ Cζn2
}
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= 1−
#{λi∈ΞξNτ }∏
j=1
(
1− µ{τ ∈ T | ∃C > 0 s.t. for all n, C−1ζn1 ≤ Zsn(τ̂j) ≤ Cζn2 })
(6.26)
= 1− (1− µ{τ ∈ T | ∃C > 0 s.t. for all n, C−1ζn1 ≤ Zsn(τ) ≤ Cζn2 })#{λi∈ΞξNτ } .
(6.27)
≥ 1− (1− µ{τ ∈ T | ∃C > 0 s.t. for all n, C−1ζn1 ≤ Zsn(τ) ≤ Cζn2 })2. (6.28)
Note that the measure µ in (6.27) and (6.27) is conditioned on #λi. However, since
#{λi ∈ ΞξNτ } ≥ 2 for all such nodes, (6.28) holds unconditionally. For x ∈ [0, 1], the
only solutions to x ≥ 1− (1−x)2 are 0 and 1, and we conclude that the probability
that Zsn (eventually) increases at least at exponential rate ζ1 > 1 and at most at
rate ζ2 > 1 is 0 or 1. Letting ζ1 < β1 and ζ2 > β2, it is easy to see that the
probability must be 1 by noticing that αZsn ≤ Zsn+1 ≤ αZsn and
µ {τ | Zsn(τ) ≥ (ζ2 + ε)n or Zsn(τ) ≤ (ζ1 − ε)n} → 0 as n→∞,
for sufficiently small ε > 0. This, and the arbitrariness of ζ1 imply that there exists
γ > 1 and a random constant Dτ such that Z
s
n ≥ Dτγn almost surely.
We can now bound the expression in (6.24) for δ < ξ, where k is such that
ξk+1 < δ ≤ ξk, and redefining C∗ if necessary, by
Mδ(Fτ ) ≥ C∗Cτδ−(sB−ε/2)
∑
e∈Ξξkτ
ψ
sB−ε/2
τ (e)
 C∗Cτδ−(sB−ε/2)ZsB−ε/2k
≥ C∗CτDτδ−(sB−ε/2)γk.
And so
lim inf
δ→0
logMδ(Fτ )
− log δ ≥ lim infδ→0
log
(
δ−(sB−ε/2)γk
)
− log δ
= sB − ε/2 + lim inf
δ→0
k
log γ
− log δ
= sB − ε/2− log γ
log ξ
≥ sB − ε/2.

Using the same idea one can extend Lemma 6.15 and drop the condition s ≤
sx + sy by picking lsup large enough such that ck,lsup E(Y slsup) < 1, we omit details.
Combining Lemmas 6.15 and 6.17 we conclude that Theorem 4.5 holds.
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